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ABSTRACT
We demonstrate that planet occurrence does not depend on stellar galactocentric
velocity in the Solar neighborhood. Using Gaia DR2 astrometry and radial velocity
data, we calculate 3D galactocentric velocities for 197,090 Kepler field stars, 1647 of
which are confirmed planet hosts. When we compare the galactocentric velocities of
planet hosts to those of the entire field star sample, we observe a statistically significant
(KS p-value = 10−70) distinction, with planet hosts being apparently slower than field
stars by ∼40 km/s. We explore some potential explanations for this difference and
conclude that it is not a consequence of the planet-metallicity relation or distinctions in
the samples’ thin/thick disk membership, but rather an artefact of Kepler ’s selection
function. Non Kepler -host stars that have nearly identical distances, temperatures,
surface gravities, and Kepler magnitudes to the confirmed planet hosts also have
nearly identical velocity distributions. Using one of these identical non-host samples,
we consider that the probability of a star with velocity vtot hosting a planet can be
described by an exponential function proportional to e(−vtot/v0). Using a Markov Chain
Monte Carlo sampler, we determine that v0 >976 km/s to 99% confidence, which
implies that planets in the Solar neighborhood are just as likely to form around high-
velocity stars as they are around low-velocity stars. Our work highlights the subtle ways
in which selection biases can create strong correlations without physical underpinnings.
Key words: Galaxy: kinematics and dynamics – planets and satellites: detection –
planet-disc interactions
1 INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of the first exoplanet more than two
decades ago, astronomers have found nearly 4000 planets
outside of our solar system (NASA Exoplanet Archive; Ake-
son et al. (2013)). As far as we can tell, these planetary sys-
tems are incredibly diverse, ranging in multiplicity, orbital
parameters, planet size, etc. But one thing we’ve found to be
common amongst these systems is that properties of the host
star influence characteristics of orbiting planets. For exam-
ple, we know that massive planets are more common around
metal-rich stars and that smaller planets are more common
around low-mass stars (Mulders 2018). Another classic ex-
ample is that metal-rich stars appear to more frequently host
hot Jupiter companions (Wang & Fischer 2015).
Chemical abundance surveys and exquisite astrometric
datasets like Gaia have shown that stellar populations aren’t
distributed homogeneously throughout the Milky Way. In-
stead, astronomers have observed gradients in motion (Trick
? E-mail: mmctier@astro.columbia.edu
et al. 2019), metallicity (Toyouchi & Chiba 2018; Lemasle
et al. 2018), and stellar number density (Valenti et al. 2016;
McGaugh 2016) that can all be attributed to galactic motion
and structure.
Given that planet characteristics are closely tied to stel-
lar properties and that stellar properties trend with galactic
behavior, it’s not unreasonable to search for a connection be-
tween exoplanet traits and galactic evolution. Gonzalez et al.
(2001) attempted to do this in terms of galactic chemical
evolution by linking the mass of a planet to the metallicity
of the gas cloud from which its host star formed. They deter-
mined that only regions of the galaxy with stellar metallicity
exceeding half of the Sun’s could produce habitable planets.
This criterion for habitability was later used to constrain a
habitable zone for M31 (Carigi et al. 2013). In addition to
sufficient metallicity, Lineweaver et al. (2004) claimed that
habitable planets must be in a region of the galaxy with low
levels of harmful radiation from supernovae. Sundin (2006)
added that the speed of a host star’s orbit is an important
factor in galactic habitability for spiral galaxies and stud-
ied how the presence of a bar could complicate stars’ orbits
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to the point where they are no longer suitable planet hosts.
Stellar dynamics has also been the focus of more recent work
with studies examining the survival rates of planets in dense
stellar cluster environments (Flammini Dotti et al. 2018; Fu-
jii & Hori 2019) due to the fact that close stellar encounters
can strip away planets or destabilize their orbits (van Elteren
et al. 2019; Li et al. 2019). Much of this work was theoret-
ical or completed before the advent of the Kepler planet
catalogue.
Our goal in this work was to take a step back from the
search for habitable planets in a galactic context to deter-
mine if there are galactic conditions under which planets
are more likely to form. After all, you can’t find a habit-
able planet where there are no planets to begin with. To
that end, we took advantage of Gaia’s extensive astrometric
data alongside the Kepler exoplanet database to observa-
tionally explore the relationship between planet occurrence
rate and stellar motion throughout the Milky Way.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In § 2, we de-
scribe the datasets we use and our sample selection process.
We describe our observation and explore possible explana-
tions in § 3. Finally, we summarize our work and discuss
opportunities for future research in § 4.
2 DATA & SAMPLE SELECTION
To study the relationship between stellar motion and planet
occurrence rate, we used a cross matched catalog of astro-
metric data from Gaia DR2 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018)
and exoplanet data from Kepler DR25 (Thompson et al.
2018). We also used actions calculated by Sanders & Das
(2018) to better understand stellar motion in a wider galac-
tic context. These data are described further in the following
subsections.
2.1 Gaia Astrometry
Gaia is an all-sky survey whose primary science goal is to
measure the spatial and velocity distributions of stars in the
Milky Way and determine their astrophysical properties.
The second Gaia data release (Gaia Collaboration et al.
2018) includes five astrometric parameters – positions, par-
allax, and proper motions – for more than 1.3 billion stars.
Unlike the first Gaia data release, the parallaxes derived in
this latest dataset are based only on Gaia observations and
have not had to rely on information from the Tycho-2 Cata-
logue. DR2 also includes radial velocity (RV) data for more
than 7.2 million stars with mean G magnitudes between 4
and 13 and effective temperatures (Teff) between 3550 K
and 6900 K.
We used these astrometric parameters to calculate
galactocentric velocities for our sample. We describe the cal-
culation in § 3.
For Gaia DR2, parallax uncertainties at the faint end of
the Gaia magnitude range (G = 20 mag) are ∼0.7 milliarc-
seconds (mas). Proper motion uncertainties at this faint end
are ∼1.2 mas/yr. Radial velocities at this faint end have er-
rors of 1.2 km/s for stars with temperatures of 4750 K while
stars with temperatures of 6500 K can expect RV uncertain-
ties of ∼2.5 km/s.
These large uncertainties for faint stars can propagate
through our velocity calculations and result in velocity errors
>20,000 km/s.
2.2 Kepler Exoplanet Catalog
NASA’s Kepler Space Telescope was launched in 2009
to study planetary systems (Koch et al. 2010). Using its
0.95m aperture, the spacecraft continuously observed nearly
200,000 main sequence stars in a 105 square-degree field of
view situated between the constellations Cygnus and Lyra.
Kepler ’s photometer measured the amount of light received
from each star over time, waiting for a dip in brightness that
could potentially be caused by a transiting planet.
The primary Kepler mission operated for 4 years until
the spacecraft’s second reactor wheel failed in 2013. From
that data, exoplaneteers have confirmed the existence of
2,342 exoplanets and identified thousands of planet candi-
date hosts. The spacecraft was recommissioned in 2013 for
the K2 mission, which hunted for transiting planets in 13
different fields along the ecliptic plane. The spacecraft was
officially retired in 2018 (NASA Exoplanet Archive).
In this work, we only considered planet hosts that were
observed and discovered by the primary Kepler mission.
This was done to maximize the number of planets in our
sample while avoiding systematic offsets between Kepler and
K2. Inherent in this decision is the assumption that the Ke-
pler volume is a representative slice of the Solar neighbor-
hood, but Fernandes et al. (2019) showed that the Kepler
volume is representative by demonstrating that the planet
occurrence rate for giants in the Kepler field is similar to
that in the entire Solar neighborhood.
Kepler observed stars with apparent Kepler magnitudes
as bright as 9 and as dim as 16 in an optical bandpass rang-
ing from 420-890 nm. The majority of the mission’s target
stars were FGK types, with effective temperatures between
3500 and 7500 K (Brown et al. 2011).
2.3 Actions
Following the release of Gaia DR2 in April 2018, Sanders &
Das (2018) released a catalog of stellar ages for the nearly
3 million Gaia stars with radial velocity measurements and
reliable spectroscopic data. For the benefit of the commu-
nity, they also provided complementary galactocentric coor-
dinates and actions.
Actions are useful when describing orbits because they
are known as ”integrals of motion.”These are quantities that
can be described as functions of position and velocity or
momentum, and that are conserved throughout the orbit.
There are three action coordinates: radial action (JR), verti-
cal action (JZ), and angular momentum (Lz). By providing
all three action coordinates, one can perfectly describe an
entire orbit at any point in time or space.
Traditionally, actions were incredibly difficult to calcu-
late. In fact, they can only be analytically solved for a small
subset of convenient galactic potentials. As computers be-
came more advanced, astronomers developed ways to nu-
merically approximate action coordinates.
Sanders & Das (2018) used the Sta¨ckel Fudge method
for approximating actions (Binney 2012), which interpolates
on a distribution of phase-space coordinates generated from
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an axisymmetric potential. Resulting errors on the actions
are propagated through from errors on parallax, proper mo-
tion, and radial velocity.
We use the vertical actions calculated by Sanders &
Das (2018) to determine whether stars in our sample are
members of the thick or thin disk (see § 3.2).
2.4 Cross-matching and Quality Cuts
In order to compare the motions of our planet host and stel-
lar samples, we used Megan Bedell’s catalog of data cross-
matched between Gaia DR2 and Kepler DR25 with a 1 arc-
second search radius, downloaded on January 9th, 2019. The
two catalogs were matched using the RA and Dec coordi-
nates of every star. The final cross-matched catalog contains
197,090 stars, 1,647 of which are confirmed planet hosts.
We make the following quality cuts on both our planet
host and field star samples:
• We removed stars with negative parallax values. This
left our planet host sample with 1,637 members and our field
star sample with 195,545.
• We removed giants as well as massive and very-low mass
dwarfs from our data by discarding stars with logg < 4 and
effective temperatures <4000 or >8000. We did this because
Kepler was optimized for finding planets around FGK stars
and therefore has a lower completeness for giants (Sliski &
Kipping 2014). This left our planet host sample with 1,477
stars and our field star sample with 148,860 stars.
• We removed stars with relative errors in the total veloc-
ity (see § 3) >10% to minimize the error propagated through
our analysis. Much of the error in the velocity calculation
comes from uncertainties in the parallax, so making this 10%
cut ensures that we’re only using stars with small parallax
uncertainties and therefore reliable distances consistent with
those in Bailer-Jones et al. (2018). This left us with two final
samples of Kepler FGK dwarfs with reliable galactocentric
velocities: a planet host sample with 1,437 members and a
field star sample with 140,918 members.
Similarly, we ensure high data quality for our sample of
stars with action values (Sanders & Das 2018) by removing
giants and stars with errors in vertical action (JZ) <10%.
Because Sanders & Das (2018) only calculated actions for a
subset of Gaia data, there are 18,102 stars with action coor-
dinates that meet our criteria, 382 of which host transiting
planets.
We refrained from calling our field star sample the non-
host sample and removing the transiting planet hosts from
it because many of the field stars will surely have some con-
siderable fraction of planets amongst them as planets are
common and transits are geometrically rare.
3 OBSERVATION & HYPOTHESIS TESTING
Having all five astrometric parameters plus RVs from Gaia
allows us to calculate 3D velocity vectors for all of the stars
in our cross matched catalog. We calculated our velocities
using astropy (Astropy Collaboration et al. 2013, 2018),
which performs a series of transformations to translate a
..
Field stars with positive parallax
Non-giant field stars
Field stars with σvel < 10%
Kepler planet hosts
U
V
Figure 1. Face-on view of galactocentric X-Y positions for the
stars in our cross matched catalog. Different colors correspond to
different steps in our sample selection process. Grey points show
all stars in our cross-matched catalog with physical astrometric
values. Green points show that same data with giants removed.
Black points show stars with total velocity errors <10%; these are
the members of our Kepler field star sample. Blue points show
which of those stars are Kepler planet hosts.
star’s heliocentric position and motion to galactocentric co-
ordinates and velocities. We repeated the velocity calcula-
tion 5000 times, each using parallaxes and proper motions
drawn from a normal distribution with their recorded uncer-
tainties. For each velocity calculation, we used median Gaia
RV measurements instead of drawing from a distribution
as there were stars in our crossmatched catalog without re-
ported RV errors. The velocities we used in our analysis are
the median velocities of these 5000 trials, and the velocity
errors are the standard deviations. As previously mentioned,
we then removed from our sample any stars with total ve-
locity errors >10%.
Our coordinate system is one where U is positive point-
ing towards the galactic center, V is positive in the direction
of the Sun’s rotation around the galaxy, and W is positive
pointing towards the galactic north pole. We use astropy’s
default parameters for the Sun’s position and velocity, which
assumes a galactocentric radius of 8.3 kpc (Gillessen et al.
2009) and a Solar velocity vector of v = [U,V,W] =
[11.1,12.24,7.25] km s−1 (Scho¨nrich et al. 2010). We did not
subtract off the local standard of rest (LSR) of 220 km/s.
Figure 2 shows the cumulative distribution functions
(CDFs) comparing our two samples in U, V, W, and total
velocity (
√
U2 + V2 +W2). In each panel, you can see that
the median velocity for planet hosts is slower than that of
our field star sample.
We also statistically compared the two samples by cal-
culating the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) p-value (Smirnov
1948) using the ks 2samp function from scipy.stats. The 2-
sample KS test compares the empirical distribution func-
tions of two samples to test the null hypothesis that they
are drawn from the same parent population. A p-value is
then calculated based on the distance between the two em-
pirical distributions. The KS p-value can be interpreted the
same as any other so that values below a certain confidence
threshold indicate that the null hypothesis should be re-
MNRAS 000, 1–7 (2019)
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Kepler FGK field stars
Confirmed Kepler 
FGK hosts
Figure 2. Top: Histogram of the galactocentric velocities of Kepler planet hosts (blue) versus the ensemble of Kepler field stars (black).
Bottom: Same information as in top row shown in cumulative distribution functions (CDFs). Planet hosts move slower than other
Kepler field stars along every velocity vector to high significance (see KS test p-values inset to each panel).
..
Figure 3. CDF comparing the total velocities of Kepler field
stars (blue) and non-Jupiter hosts (black). Removing the Jupiter
hosts doesn’t have a strong effect on the velocity distribution of
the sample, as it looks very similar to the distribution in Figure 2.
jected, i.e. the two samples are not drawn from the same
parent population.
The p-values were low enough in each velocity compar-
ison that we can say with high confidence that Kepler hosts
and field stars are two distinct populations in terms of their
motions.
In the following sections, we explore potential explana-
tions for this apparent distinction in velocity.
3.1 Testing the planet-metallicity relation
When we first saw the apparent difference in planet host
and field star velocities, we considered that we may be indi-
rectly picking up on the relation between stellar metallicity
and planet occurrence rate. The relation posits that planets
are more common around metal-rich stars (Wang & Fischer
2015), though the relation is strongest for Jupiter-mass plan-
ets and short-period planets (planets with periods shorter
than 10 days) (Mulders et al. 2016; Petigura et al. 2018;
Narang et al. 2018). We thought we might be picking up on
this relation because metal-poor stars are more common in
the thick disk of the Milky Way, where stellar motion is also
higher.
To test whether or not our observation was a conse-
quence of the planet-metallicity relation, we removed all
of the Jupiter and short-period planet hosts from our host
sample by eliminating stars which host planets larger than
0.5 Jupiter radii and planets with periods shorter than 10
days according to the Kepler database. We call this sample
the non-Jupiter sample for short. The remaining 700 hosts
should have a weak correlation with stellar metallicity since
they all host low-mass, intermediate-period planets.
Figure 3 shows the CDFs comparing the total velocities
of this non-Jupiter host sample and the field star sample.
There is still a significant difference between the velocities
of the two samples even with the hosts of Jupiters and short-
period planets removed. From this test, we concluded that
metallicity is not the main factor contributing to the differ-
ence between our samples’ velocities.
3.2 Testing thin vs. thick disk membership
Next we wondered if our observation was probing the dy-
namical difference between the thick and thin disks of the
Milky Way. It’s generally accepted that thick disk stars
are more dynamically heated than thin disk stars, mean-
ing they move more quickly. We wanted to be certain that
our field star sample wasn’t dominated by fast-moving thick
disk stars.
Though it’s difficult to starkly distinguish the two disk
populations, one common method is to separate them using
vertical actions because the disks’ dynamical heating is es-
pecially pronounced in the vertical direction (Soubiran et al.
2003).
MNRAS 000, 1–7 (2019)
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Figure 4. Comparison of the vertical actions (Jz) for Kepler hosts
(blue) and field stars (black) to see if the two populations can be
said to belong to the thin disk and thick disk, respectively. Most
stars in both samples have vertical actions consistent with thin
disk membership.
We used the vertical actions (JZ) calculated by Sanders
& Das (2018) to compare the dynamics of our planet host
sample to that of our field star sample. Figure 4 shows the
CDFs of our two samples’ vertical actions.
To understand which disk our samples come from, we
adopted the JZ cutoff of 20 kpc km/s from Gandhi & Ness
(2019). Stars with JZ>20 kpc km/s are most likely part of
the thick disk and stars with lower actions likely belong to
the thin disk, though there’s a ∼30% contamination fraction.
Almost all of the stars in both of our samples have JZ<10
kpc km/s, meaning our stars are likely all members of the
Milky Way’s thin disk and the difference in our samples’
velocities is not a consequence of their disk membership.
3.3 Testing Kepler systematics
Finally we checked to see if the difference between our sam-
ples’ velocities was a consequence of Kepler ’s selection func-
tion. One possibility is that hotter stars, which are statisti-
cally younger (Fang et al. 2017), are moving slower by the
velocity dispersion-age relation (Aumer et al. 2016). Hot-
ter stars are brighter and thus more likely to have a planet
detected by Kepler. This would lead to an apparent but un-
real difference in the velocities of field stars and (hot, young,
slow) Kepler hosts.
Another potential explanation is that Kepler was more
likely to find planets around closer stars, and the orienta-
tion of the Kepler field of view makes it so that stars closer
to the Sun are, on average, farther from the galactic center.
(You can see this in Figure 5, which shows a zoomed-in ver-
sion of Figure 1 with rings indicating galactocentric radii.)
Therefore, confirmed Kepler planet hosts could have slower
galactocentric velocities than the ensemble of field star sam-
ple. We investigate these possibilities by finding stellar twins
to all of the Kepler hosts and examining their velocities.
Using distances from inverted Gaia parallaxes along
with stellar temperatures, surface gravities, and magnitudes
from Kepler, we created a sample made of stellar twins to
the planet hosts. For each planet host, we found a star with-
out any confirmed planets that had a distance, Teff , logg,
and Kepler -mag all within 5% of the host’s values. In doing
..
7.9
 kp
c8.3
 kp
c
Figure 5. Galactocentric X-Y positions for Kepler hosts (blue)
and field stars (black) with white rings indicating galactocentric
radii
this, we created a sample that’s nearly identical to our planet
host sample in every measurable way except for the fact that
it doesn’t include any confirmed planet hosts. Many of the
planet hosts actually have thousands of stellar twins, so we
produced 5000 twin samples and compared the velocities of
each to those of our host and field stars samples.
If the host twins’ distributions align with the field star
sample, it would indicate that slow stellar velocity really is
strongly linked to planet occurrence because the only simi-
larity between twins and field stars is that they aren’t con-
firmed planet hosts. But if the host twins’ distributions align
with the host sample, it would refute the planet-velocity re-
lation because non-hosts are moving at the same speed as
hosts.
Figure 6 shows the distributions of p-values calculated
for all of our stellar twin samples compared to the Kepler
field stars as well as the p-values when compared to the
planet hosts. The median p-values are indicated with a ver-
tical dashed line. Figure 6 also shows the CDFs of all 5000
stellar twin samples next to those of the Kepler hosts and
field stars to illustrate how those p-values in the top and
middle rows translate to actual distributions.
The CDFs of the stellar twins lie almost perfectly on
top of the planet host distribution, even though the twins
were selected without any velocity information.
The similarity between the host sample and the ensem-
ble of host twin samples suggests that the apparent differ-
ence between planet host and field star velocities can be
completely explained by Kepler ’s selection function.
4 SUMMARY & DISCUSSION
In this work, we used Kepler DR25 and Gaia DR2 data to
calculate the velocities of Kepler hosts and field stars. We
showed that Kepler hosts have slower galactocentric veloci-
ties than the ensemble of Kepler field stars, but we find that
this difference can be completely explained as a consequence
of Kepler ’s selection function.
We were able to quantify the effect of this systematic
bias as it relates to the planet-velocity relation by invoking a
simple model. We assumed that the probability of a star with
total galactocentric velocity vtot hosting a planet can be de-
MNRAS 000, 1–7 (2019)
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Kepler field stars
Kepler hosts
Host twins
Figure 6. Top: Distributions of KS p-values for our 5000 samples of host twins compared to the field star sample. Middle: Distributions
of KS p-values for our 5000 samples of host twins compared to the planet hosts. Bottom: CDFs for the 5000 stellar twin samples are
shown in red next to the velocity distributions for the Kepler hosts (blue) and field stars (black). The twin distributions lie almost
perfectly on top of the host distribution.
scribed by an exponential distribution of form v−10 e
(−vtot/v0),
where v0 is a characteristic velocity above which the prob-
ability of hosting a planet drops to 1/e. This is motivated
from a counting statistics framework. If the number of plan-
ets per star follows a homogeneous Poisson process, then
the probability distribution of planet survival would be de-
scribed by an exponential.
To infer the value of v0, we used a Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) sampler with a uniform prior on v0 and a
likelihood set using a KS-test that compares a random twin
sample’s velocities to those of the Kepler host sample. To
99% confidence, v0 >976 km/s, and to 99.9% confidence,
v0 >623 km/s. Both of these values exceed the escape veloc-
ity of the Milky Way in the Sun’s vicinity, which implies that
planets in the Solar neighborhood are just as likely to form
around high-velocity stars as they are around low-velocity
stars.
When we first observed the apparent slowness of Kepler
hosts compared to field stars, we were reminded of the fact
that few planets have been discovered in dense cluster en-
vironments (Fujii & Hori 2019). If the dearth of planets in
these dense environments is real and not another observa-
tional bias, it may be due to more frequent stellar encoun-
ters, which can destabilize planetary orbits. Clearly stellar
encounters aren’t common enough in the Solar neighborhood
to have an effect on planet occurrence, but we are interested
in exploring denser environments to see if the planet-velocity
relation holds under such conditions.
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